
At the ribbon-cutting for Ringling College of Art and Design’s new Basch Visual Arts 
Center, Ringling President Larry R. Thompson declared it a day of celebration for a 
campus addition he predicted would be “transformational” for the college, its footprint, 
and the lives of students current and future.1  
Lauded as a work of art itself and “new heart of Ringling College” by the campus 
magazine,2 the project presented a myriad of possibilities in its design, as well as 
numerous challenges that had to be met, said Sweet Sparkman architect John 
Bryant, AIA, LEED AP. In addition, he continued, “The Board of Trustees set a high 
bar for us. As Ringling is a premier art school, the Visual Arts Center had to be an 
exceptional facility.”
Originally centered on a glassblowing studio, the design evolved as other disciplines 
were added and the vision transformed. 
The design, as conceived by architect Jerry Sparkman, AIA, was inspired by the actual 
processes of the arts of glass blowing, metal etching, sculpture, and printmaking. This 
focus, Bryant explained, required extensive exploratory work with key faculty and deep 
research into the technical requirements of each artistic discipline.
Building geometries also were informed by the unadorned, utilitarian buildings located 
throughout the industrial areas of North Sarasota. To those were added angular 
aspects and zinc cladding with red metallic accent striping, evocative of the intaglio 
printmaking process, to create a dynamic sense of space and inspire artists and 
students in their pursuit of creative expression, according to Bryant.
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The one-story volume houses ceramic and glass art studios, which open to a new campus green space. The dramatic 
sculptural “shard” that pierces the form represents the glass-blowing functions within, and a 3,000 sq. ft. art gallery set close to 
the street expresses the importance of art within the community. 
The three-story volume contains fine art studios and six classrooms. Its cantilevered volume enhances direct visibility of the 
studios to the street, while creating a sheltered civic space along a busy city boulevard. 
Although the arts represented may be age-old forms of creativity, Bryant said, the technical aspects of creating studios for them 
challenged modern planning. “Many of these spaces are industrial factories in themselves,” he explained, “with very demanding 
electrical and ventilation requirements.” Some, like the printmaking studio, he added, required multi-ton equipment to be 
installed on upper levels.
In addition, the construction was certified as LEED Silver, as part of Ringling College’s commitment to the environment and 
sustainability.
All these elements – aesthetic, practical, and technical – are equally critical, Bryant concluded, “when you’re creating a piece of 
art that’s functional, durable, and environmentally sound.” 

About Sweet Sparkman
Sweet Sparkman Architecture and Interiors is a multi-disciplinary architecture and planning firm specializing in 
community-oriented projects and high-end residential, as well as interior design.
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1. https://contxt.ringling.edu/index.php/2018/04/12/the-new-heart-of-ringling-college-the-basch-visual-arts-center/

2. Ibid
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